A sequence environment modulates the impact of methylation on the torsional rigidity of DNA†
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We describe a potential molecular mechanism explaining how DNA methylation contributes to biological regulation. Using molecular dynamics together with a new torsional restraint, we identify the impact of methylation on DNA response to torsional stress. We observe that, depending on the sequence, DNA methylation hinders overwinding or underwinding molecular transitions.

DNA methylation is an important epigenetic modification, involved in the regulation of various biological processes, including development, synaptic plasticity, brain function, aging, and immune responses.1–3 In eukaryotes, DNA methylation is commonly found within a CpG dinucleotide, where a methyl group is covalently added at the 5th carbon of a cytosine base (denoted “M” in this article). Addition of a methyl group occurs in the DNA major groove. Structurally methylation does not affect the base-pair hydrogen bonds,4 but decreases the twist and increases the roll angles in CpG dinucleotides.5–7 The local structural modifications have implications for direct protein–DNA readout.8

Methylation affects the physical properties of DNA. Orozco and co-workers9 showed that DNA sequences containing MpG steps become very stiff and hard to bend, and display a lower propensity to circularize and form stable nucleosomes.9 Another study by groups of Schulten and Gaub revealed strong methylation dependence of DNA strand separation.10 These findings suggest a possible alternative mechanism for the regulatory effect of DNA methylation. The epigenetic mark may, by altering the topological environment of the genome, modify the organization of nucleosome arrays and hinder access to transcription starting sites for regulatory proteins.

The physical properties of DNA also depend on its sequence. We showed that when DNA is subjected to torsional stress, certain dinucleotides, termed “Twist Capacitors”, in specific sequence environments, are able to absorb most of the imposed torsional stress, leaving the rest of the stressed molecule in a close to relaxed conformation.11 One of the most effective twist capacitor dinucleotides is the CpG step in a Y-CpG-R environment (Y denotes pyrimidine and R denotes purine). This local heterogeneity affects the local torsional modulus of DNA, suggesting a molecular mechanism through which the topological environment can modulate interactions with proteins.

Here we can explain how DNA methylation may affect DNA response to torsional stress, and what role sequence-specific effects play in this process. We use all-atom molecular dynamics simulations together with a new torsional restraint,11 which controls the torsional state of DNA molecules. We observe that cytosine methylation makes DNA more torsionally rigid.9 But the impact of methylation depends on the sequence and could lead to an asymmetric response to torsional stress.

We study six DNA oligonucleotides that represent average-, most- and least-occurring tetranucleotide motifs in the human genome.12 The selected sequences are 20 base pairs long, containing repeating tetranucleotide motifs and their methylated counterparts: GG-(ACGT)4-GG, GG-(CCGC)4-GG, GG-(TCGA)4-GG, GG-ACGT-(AMGT)2-ACGT-GG, GG-CCGC-(CMGC)2-CCGC-GG, and GG-TCGA-(TMGA)2-TCGA-GG. We aim to consider the impact of methylation only on DNA twisting elasticity and exclude bending deformations, thus the torsional restraint is applied only to the central eight-base pair segments. The restraint is applied gradually starting from fully relaxed molecules, and then over and underwinding the selected segments by ±6° per base pair step with respect to the relaxed average twist. We use the umbrella sampling13 technique to obtain the potential of the mean force (PMF) profiles to describe the change in free energy as a function of average base pair twist. Each umbrella window consists of 300 ns of sampling allowing for sufficient equilibration. We use a force constant $k_{nw}$ of 0.06 kcal mol$^{-1}$ degrees$^{-2}$, the smallest value which enables achieving the desired torsional strain. Details of the simulation protocol are provided in the ESI.†
The PMF plots show that cytosine methylation in the CpG steps asymmetrically stiffens the twisting of DNA, in a sequence-specific manner (Fig. 1). To more easily compare the results, the PMF curves are plotted as a function of Δtwist/base pair ‒ a change in average twist per base pair step with respect to the corresponding optimal average twist, derived from the unrestrained MD simulations. We subsequently derive the torsional force constants \( K \) by fitting the PMF curves with quadratic functions. We also derive the torsional force constants for overwinding (\( K_o \)) and underwinding (\( K_u \)) regimes, since the PMF profiles are asymmetrical about the minima. \( K \) values are also used to obtain the torsional moduli \( G \), using the isotropic rod equation, \( T = K\Delta\theta = C\theta/L \), where \( T \) is the torque resulting from a change in a base pair twist \( \Delta\theta \) over a base pair step length \( L = 0.34 \) nm. Torsional moduli are then used to calculate the torsional persistence lengths, \( P = C/k_BT \) (taking \( k_BT \) at room temperature as 4.114 pN nm). The resulting order of torsional stiffness from the least to the most rigid is ACGT < AMGT ≈ CCYG ≈ TCYG < CMGC ≈ TMGA, validating that cytosine methylation makes DNA more torsionally rigid. When comparing the torsional constants for overwinding and underwinding independently, the effect of the sequence environment becomes more pronounced (Table 1).

For the most abundant motif, CCYG-DNA, methylation of central CpG stiffens the molecule during overwinding, characterized by an additional energy cost of 0.47 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), when the segment is on average overwound by 4°. At the same time, the underwinding PMF profiles nearly overlap. For the averagely 1 segment is on average overwound by 4°.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligomer</th>
<th>(Relaxed twist) (deg)</th>
<th>( K ) (kcal mol(^{-1}) deg(^{-2}))</th>
<th>( K_o ) (kcal mol(^{-1}) deg(^{-2}))</th>
<th>( K_u ) (kcal mol(^{-1}) deg(^{-2}))</th>
<th>( C ) (pN nm(^2))</th>
<th>( P ) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCYG</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMGC</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCYG</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMGA</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACGT</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMGT</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The observed sequence-specific asymmetric impact of cytosine methylation on DNA response to torsional stress is coupled to the behaviour of individual base pairs. As expected, individual base pairs do not respond equally to the imposed torsional stress, characterized by steep and flat twisting profiles (the data are presented in Fig. 2). Both in CCYG/CMGC- and in TCYG/TMGA-DNAs it is the CpG/MpG steps that play the role of twist capacitors; they show the most deviation in the average twist values. The CpG step ability to absorb torsional stress is due to its twist polymorphism. The unrestrained MD simulations show that the CpG step in the Y-CpG-Y/R environment can convert between low and high twist, with the two twist states separated by about 20° (see Fig. S2A and C, ESI† for twist distributions derived from unrestrained MD). However, the MpG step in the Y-MpG-Y/R environment prefers a low twist (Fig. S2B and D, ESI†), and can effectively absorb only the negative torsional stress during underwinding. During overwinding, however, it is the Cpc step that takes over in CMGC-DNA, and to some extent – the TpM and GpA steps in TMGA-DNA. All three dinucleotide steps show a preference for a high twist during the unrestrained MD simulations.

As demonstrated earlier, twist polymorphism of the CpG step is coupled to conformational transitions at the sugar phosphate backbone, which involve phosphate linkages on the 3'-side of the CpG step in both DNA strands. The high twist state is associated with the BI conformation (backbone torsional angles \( \psi \), \( \phi \) are in trans/gauche) and the low twist state – with the BI conformation (\( \psi \), \( \phi \) in gauche-trans). Our simulations show that cytosine methylation prevents the BI/BII flips, effectively locking the phosphodiester backbone in the BI conformation (Fig. S3A-D, ESI†). Reduced dynamics of the sugar phosphate backbone, as a result of cytosine methylation, in a similar sequence environment (Y-MpG-C) was also detected by solid-state NMR. We notice that the bulky methyl group of cytosine creates a potential steric clash with the C2' atom of the sugar phosphate backbone on the preceding 5'-nucleotide (see Fig. 3A, and Fig. S4A, B (ESI†) for information on the distances between C2' and 5SM atoms), and to avoid the clash the MpG dinucleotide has to increase the roll angle.
by additional $7^\circ$ in comparison with the CpG step.$^{5,6,8}$ The increased roll angle stabilizes the BII conformation, and thus the low twist state of the MpG dinucleotide. This steric clash results in an increased energy cost during overwinding of CMGC- and TMGA-DNA molecules. For TMGA-DNA, the methyl group of cytosine also creates a second steric clash with the methyl group of thymine during underwinding (Fig. 3B and Fig. S4C, ESI†). This explains the additional energy cost for TMGA-DNA underwinding.

In the case of ACGT-DNA, it is the TpA step that exhibits large twist changes (see Fig. 2) and absorbs major torsional stress.$^{11}$ The TpA step exploits the same molecular mechanism when assuming low twist during underwinding: the phosphodiesters linkages on 3'-flanks flip to the BII conformation (see Fig. S3E, ESI†). Cytosine methylation of ACGT-DNA blocks completely the TpA ability to convert to low twist (see Fig. 2 and Fig. S3F, ESI†). In our underwinding simulations the TpA step shows only high twist. We have considered several snapshots from several underwinding trajectories of the ACGT-sequence with TpA showing low twist, and manually mutated cytosine to 5-methylcytosine. Again we observe a steric clash between the methyl group of cytosine and the C2'-atom of the backbone on the 5'-flank (see Fig. S5, ESI†), which would prevent the BI/BII flip and block TpA from converting to low twist. Thus the negative torsional stress is absorbed by the MpG step, while the positive torsional stress is mostly absorbed by the TpA step. Interestingly, the CpG step in R-CpG-Y shows a relatively high twist of 35$^\circ$,$^{12,14}$ and in unrestrained MD simulations the phosphate linkages on the 3'-side of the step remain predominantly in the BI conformation.$^{12}$ Cytosine methylation, as discussed above, induces an increased roll angle (see Fig. S6, ESI†), which in turn promotes the BI/BII backbone flips for the MpG step. The low twist state of the MpG step in the R-MpG-Y environment, however, remains less favourable, as phosphate linkages on the 3'-side of the MpG steps in both DNA strands appear in the BII conformation only in 35% of snapshots.
This explains the additional energy cost during underwinding of AMGT-DNA.

Besides average base pair twist and roll, cytosine methylation also affects how other DNA helical parameters respond to torsional stress. Fig. S6 and S7 (ESI†) show translational and rotational parameters for torsionally active dinucleotide steps for the nonmethylated and methylated oligomers, as they undergo twisting deformations. For CC/GC/CMGC- and TCGA/TMGA-DNAs, methylation blocks CpG shift-bimodality during overwinding – since similarly to twist-, shift-bimodality is coupled to the BI/BII backbone conformational flips.11 Methylation prevents increase of rise for the MpG step during overwinding. For CC/GC/CMGC-DNAs methylation also removes shift-bimodality and decreases slide of the CpC step (GCC/GCCM) during overwinding. For ACGT/AMGT-DNAs similar trends can be noted: the MpG step shows no shift-bimodality during overwinding while the CpG step does. MpG’s slide in general shows a much more narrow distribution of values, and MpG’s rise decreases during underwinding. For TpA, methylation brings significant changes in shift during overwinding, and increase in rise during underwinding. Finally, our data show no significant impact on the major and minor groove widths between nonmethylated and methylated DNA for the CC/GC and TCGA sequences (Fig. S8, ESI†). For the ACGT-motif, methylation results in an increased minor groove width of CpG and GpT and a decreased major groove width of GpT.

Here we have demonstrated that cytosine methylation makes DNA more torsionally rigid. But the impact of methylation can be asymmetric: depending on the sequence, cytosine methylation can result in either additional energy cost for underwinding or for overwinding, which could explain the strong combinatorial effect of methylation and sequence context on the stability of DNA strand separation.10,16 The presence of a bulky methyl group creates several steric clashes that lead to changes in how the base pair steps react to torsional stress. In general, the MpG step prefers lower twist values than the CpG step. This is due to the increased roll angle of the dinucleotide that stabilizes the BII conformation of the backbone, allowing the MpG step to effectively reduce its twist and absorb negative torsional stress. Thus, in sequences where the CpG step plays a role of a twist capacitor, cytosine methylation would stiffen overwinding. Moreover, if the MpG step is flanked by thymine on the 5’-side, cytosine methylation would also hinder underwinding. In the ACGT-sequence where the CpG dinucleotide is not the torsionally active step, cytosine methylation would result in an additional energy cost for underwinding. Despite showing little preference for lower-twist values, dictated by the R-MpG-Y environment, MpG takes over the leading role in absorbing negative torsional stress.

In this study we illustrated what structural changes could be expected when methylated DNA is subjected to torsional stress and how heterogeneous these changes are, depending on the sequence environment. To complete the picture of the combined effect of the DNA sequence environment and methylation on how the duplex reacts to strong over or undertwisting, we plan to further study the effect by taking a more diverse set of DNA oligomers, both in sequence and in length. Our observations suggest a molecular mechanism through which methylation can contribute to biological regulation, by modulating the dynamics of DNA supercoiling transitions.17,18 Our data are also of significance for the future development of gene editing technology. Since it presents a method to predict, based on just DNA sequence, if cytosine methylation would contribute to molecular unwinding, which might have implications for chromatin packaging and stability. The demonstrated torsional stiffness asymmetry of methylated DNA could be exploited when designing sequence-specific inhibitors that could block the undesired DNA-motif.
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